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independent Internet service providers !
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Dear Mr. Traversy, 

!
1. Please find below my comments and observations on the Canadian Network 

Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”)’s above-noted Part 1 application. 

!
2. I support CNOC’s request for relief from the unfair practices of Cogeco Cable 

Inc. (“Cogeco”), Rogers Communications Partnership (“Rogers”), Shaw 

Cablesystems G.P. (“Shaw”), and Videotron G.P. (“Videotron”) (collectively 

“Cable Carriers” or “Carriers”). 

!
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3. In this submission, I will use the terms Internet Service Provider (“ISP”), 

wholesale high-speed access services (“WHSAS”), Third Party Internet Access 

(“TPIA”), “end-user,” and “end customer” as defined in CNOC’s original 

application (See: CNOC application, paragraph 1).  

!
4. It is important to note that ISPs of this kind are not simply resellers; they serve 

an important market function by offering customers services which are 

differentiated in a number of ways from those offered by TPIA providers. For 

instance, many end-users place high value on unlimited access to Internet 

service, which in many cases is unavailable at similar rates from the Carriers. 

!
6. Furthermore, ISPs exert pricing discipline on the market for wired Internet 

services; absent the presence of such ISPs, no such pressure would exist in an 

otherwise “nominally competitive environment that does not actually encourage 

innovation in broadband services”.   For instance, in Toronto’s Rosedale 1

neighbourhood, Rogers offers customers 6Mbps service with a 20GB monthly cap 

for $44.49 per month.   Teksavvy, who relies on Rogers for TPIA, offers Rosedale 2

residents 6Mbps service with a 75GB cap for $24.95 per month, or without a cap 

(“unlimited”) for $40.95/month.   3

!
7. In the absence of competitive ISPs, many Canadians would be left to choose 

between services offered by a duopoly comprising only a Cable Carrier and an 

incumbent telephone company (ILEC).    Those who need Internet access at home 4

would have no choice but to subscribe to either an ILEC or Carriers’ expensive, 

inferior offerings, as the example above demonstrates. 

!
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8. The measures CNOC requests are necessary to “improve the robustness of the 

regulatory regime related to the provision of TPIA services by the Cable 

Carriers” (CNOC application, paragraph 2).  

!
9. It is my view that such improvements are themselves necessary due to the 

ongoing unfair practices of the Carriers. It is imperative that these unfair 

practices be understood as part of an ongoing continuum of anti-competitive 

behaviour on the part of the Carriers. With regard to WHSAS, past examples of 

this behaviour include Carriers charging differential rates for their own retail 

Internet services vs. those charged to competitive ISPs.   Aside from past cases of 5

price discrimination, the issues currently under examination constitute part of 

this trend. 

!
10. By all appearances, the Carriers’ current behaviours against which CNOC is 

seeking relief are part of an ongoing “shell game;” a reasonable observer would be 

likely to conclude that the Carriers are unfairly acting upon incentives to protect 

their own competing retail Internet service operations. Rather than resort to 

above-board measures, such as pricing retail services according to market 

demand, or increasing the value offered to customers at existing prices, it seems 

that the Carriers would rather engage in various forms of sleight-of-hand to 

cripple competition, the very existence of which depends TPIA. 

!
11. Competitive ISPs, such as those represented by CNOC, are vulnerable to such 

abuse due in large part to the disproportionate measure of control Carriers 

exercise over local loops. The regulatory measures relating to TPIA are necessary 

to the continuing existence of competition in the retail Internet service market, 

and as such must effectively discipline the Carriers’ seemingly ineluctable 

tendencies toward unduly self-preferential or unjustly discriminatory behaviour.  
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12. As Commissioner Denton stated: TRP 2010-632 “neither eliminates 

[independent ISPs] nor allows them the scope to compete effectively. It 

maintains them in a kind of regulatory limbo.”   6

!
13. It appears to me that CNOC is requesting a strengthening of the rules which 

have left them in such a state of limbo. The fulfilment of these requests can only 

serve to bolster the competitiveness of the Canadian Internet service market, 

which will benefit Canadians, not just as consumers but as producers and citizens 

as well. 

!
Thank you for considering my comments. 

!
Sincerely, 

Benjamin Klass 

!
***END OF DOCUMENT***
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